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Discussion Notes 

1. EBC proposal for Virtual Archeology 
a. Needs to be reviewed; three volunteers took on that charge 

2. HST 290 proposal 
a. Paul outlined some of the revisions and why the History department finds the 

course a good fit for EBC: 
i. There are already similar courses that have been approved for EBC 

ii. The proposed course is an individual research-intensive course; topics will 
vary.  Faculty will pick topics as broad as possible.  The department realizes 
that a simple research-paper course is not enough to qualify as EBC, but the 
addition of the fourth lab-type hour propels it above the typical research 
paper course (students are doing intensive research that is above the typical 
classroom-based research) 

b. A comment was offered that the students would not be asked to have contact with 
anybody outside the classroom; it was pointed out that students can do work that is 
identical to work done in the profession of the department and do not need to have 
contact with outside parties to do so. 

c. It was pointed out again that other approved EBC courses are doing similar things; 
and a comment was made that consistency is necessary on the part of the USAC. 

d. It was pointed out that, if this proposal was accepted, that the door is opened for 
other disciplines to submit their research courses.  A response was made that those 
proposals would be reviewed on a course-by-course basis for components that 
qualify it for an EBC course rather than just a research paper course. 

e. The vote was in favor to approve the HST 290 proposal for EBC 
3. Upper/Lower –level University Studies requirements related to CAA 

a. It is required that courses be designated either upper or lower division 
b. Ken Gurganus suggested at the last meeting about this topic that the committee only 

call a class “upper division” if it is one we do not expect students to complete in their 
first two years 

c. Martin proposed some minor wording changes to clarify the foreign language and 
Lifetime Wellness statement 

d. The vote was in favor to approve the proposal and send it to Faculty Senate 
4. Martin had suggestions for future USAC discussion topics 

a. Given that critical thinking is going to be a required competency from the GA, the 
committee will need to give some thought to how to address the issue that every 
course in US except for the capstones are supposed to address critical thinking. 

i. Curry to ask Linda Siefert to come present last year’s assessment report for 
the next meeting 



b. There have begun to be questions about whether military experience counts for 
EBC, which leads to questions about whether a business professional with business 
experience could have their EBC requirement waived. 


